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Abstract. – SARS-CoV-2 infection in children
is uncommon compared to adult population.
However, some children required hospital and/
or PICU admission. The aim of this short communication is to share our experience with Point-ofCare Ultrasound (POCUS) when managing these
patients. Remarkably, all cases presented pleural and pericardial effusions, detected by POCUS, despite showing an adequate urinary output and prior to receiving any kind of fluid resuscitation. Effusions have been described as rare
among SARS-CoV-2 infection in adult population.
By performing portable chest X-Ray they would
have gone unnoticed in our patients. Other POCUS findings consisted of all types of consolidations and coalescent B-line patterns. POCUS was
also performed in order to optimize PEEP, checking adequate endotracheal intubation positioning (avoiding the risk of contagiousness related
to auscultation in this framework), and to assess
volemia status, cardiac performance, and brain
neuro-monitoring. There was not cross-infection.
In pediatric SARS-CoV-19 effusions are frequent
but easily unnoticed unless lung and echo POCUS are performed.
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Abbreviations
ARDS = acute respiratory distress syndrome; CT scan
= computer tomography scan; CXR = chest X-ray; Echo
= echocardiography; ONS = optic nerve sheath; PE =
pericardial effusion; PEEP = positive end-expiratory
pressure; PICU = Pediatric Intensive Care Unit; POCUS
= Pont-of Care Ultrasound; SARS-Cov-2 = Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2.

Introduction
Point-of-Care Ultrasound (POCUS) is essential when managing pediatric critical patients.
The 2019 Novel Coronavirus infection (SARS-

CoV-2) is being mostly described affecting adult
patients. Recently, it has been published a large
pediatric series from China1 some of them on
critical conditions. Up to 15 May, Spain and specially Madrid area resulted also affected, with
66,000 patients up to this moment. In adult
population SARS-CoV-2 can cause pneumonia,
together with hemodynamic and acute lung failure in the early disease stage. According to the
current literature, COVID-19 seems to be a less
severe disease for children than adults although
a subset of pediatric patients develop severe disease requiring PICU admission2,3. Chest CT scan
is considered the desirable imaging diagnostic
method in SARS-CoV-2 pneumonia4, but it is not
a bedside tool, and it implies a high risk because
of the need of transferring critical patient out of
ICU considering its high contagiousness. Other
alternatives, such as portable chest radiography
(CXR) unfortunately provides a poor quality image. In this setting, point-of-care ultrasound (POCUS) emerges as an excellent option for managing these patients.
In this short-communication, we summarize
the usefulness of POCUS in 3 pediatric cases,
two of them admitted to PICU because of ARDS.
All children had positive result for SARS-CoV-2
PCR in a nasopharyngeal swab sample. All ultrasound scans were performed by using Edge
II, Sonosite© (Bothell, WA, USA). Lungs were
scanned using L25× (13-6MHz) linear probe,
by using specific lung software setting. 10 areas
were studied in each hemithorax (4 anterior, between sternal and anterior axillary lines; 2 lateral
between anterior and posterior axillary lines, and
4 posterior, between para-vertebral and posterior
axillary lines). An echo (subcostal axis) was also
performed by using P10x (8-4 MHz) probe in order to assess cardiac performance, volemia (aortic peak velocity variability) and to rule in and out
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pericardial effusion. We also neuro-monitored
the two critical children by performing serial optic nerve sheath (ONS) and Doppler transcranial
(DTC) measurements. In order to avoid cross-infection, all probes were cleaned and disinfected
by using specific hydro-alcoholic solutions prior
and after the scanning, and protected with a
sterile cover.
In all 3 patients, pleural effusions were detected, being these findings described as rare among
COVID-19 pediatric and adult case5,6. Other
SARS-CoV-2 infection lung ultrasound findings
consisted on diffuse subpleural and translobar
consolidations, coalescent B-lines and irregularities of pleural line (Figure 1) (ESM 1 video). No
A-lines pattern was founded. Most affected zones
were the gravitational ones (posterior and basal),
alternating with spared areas. In the most severely affected child with oxygenation index over 12,
POCUS allowed us to guide PEEP management
by scoring the lung aeration patterns7. Related
to echo, we preferably used the subcostal axis
as it allowed us to check cardiac performance,
pericardial effusion (PE) (ESM video 2), volemia
and tip catheter position in an easy and rapid
approach. Moreover, as the patient with severe
ARDS was supported with high PEEP level,
transthoracic echo (four-chamber, long- and short
axis) scanning was precluded. In all cases the
cardiac function resulted normal. Once again,
the 2 critical patients showed at the moment of
PICU admission mild PE despite they had not
previously received fluid resuscitation, showing
a normal urinary output. PE was not associated

with hemodynamic compromise. POCUS was
also performed when the ARDS patient aging 5
months was intubated, in order to check the tube
position, thus avoiding the need of auscultation
which has been described as high-risk medical
contamination procedure8, especially when notcuffed endotracheal tubes are used. POCUS was
also performed to guide vascular access canalization, urinary and gastric tubes positioning, and
to assess hemodynamic status, brain flow and
intracranial pressure (Figure 2). After a follow-up
of 3 months, all patients are asymptomatic with
echo normal but persisting pleural thickening
without effusions.
Contrary to adult and other pediatric published series, effusions were present in all cases.
Drainage was not required in any patient. When
comparing portable CXR with lung ultrasound,
pleural effusion was only identified by ultrasound, which has a better sensitivity compared
to CXR9. The role of these effusions as a sign
of inflammation in SARS-CoV-2 disease is currently unknown but we speculate that small effusions in children are actually more frequent than
described before. However, without performing
bedside lung ultrasound and echo they can go unnoticed, especially in pediatric population where
chest CT scan is particularly discouraged due
to ionizing radiation. Another main difference
to adult series is the absence of light beam sign
among our pediatric patients, maybe due to the
fact that this recently described sign just occurs
when lung ultrasound is performed by using a
convex probe in oblique axis10.

Figure 1. Left: CXR showing not pleural effusion; Right: Lung ultrasound showing small consolidation with surrounding
coalescent B-line, and pleural effusion.
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Figure 2. Left: Pericardial effusion (subcostal axis); Right: Transcranial doppler for assessing brain flow status. Ao: aortic
chamber; RA: right atrium; RV: right ventricle; LV: left ventricle.

In conclusion, and opposed to other authors11,
we consider it is very important to perform
POCUS in SARS-CoV-2 pediatric infection as
an immediate, repetitive, and non-invasive diagnostic tool, which has also been shown to be a
safe procedure, with no cross-infection12. Without performing POCUS, effusions go unnoticed.
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